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About the Simulator
The Advanced Injection Belly is a soft stomach replica developed by Nasco. 
Made from lifelike skin material, it can be pinched and then injected for a 
realistic learning experience. Use the straps to apply the belly to a standard-
ized patient or simulator. With little to no maintenance required, this trainer will 
enhance training scenarios or patient education. The Advanced Injection Belly 
is made to sustain multiple punctures without showing holes. Protective back-
ing will keep needles from passing through the simulator.
General Instructions for Use
Use for the following types/styles of injection practice:

1. Inserting and rotating the infusion set for insulin pumps
2. Pen-style injections
3. Subcutaneous injections

Note: Nasco recommends air injections only.
Care and Maintenance
Clean the Advanced Injection Belly with warm, soapy water. Lightly dry 
trainer and backing with paper towel. For stubborn dirt, use Nasco Cleaner 
(LF09919U sold separately). Apply Nasco Cleaner to the soiled area and 
wipe clean with a clean, dry towel.
A light dusting of baby powder will help maintain the soft, lifelike skin feeling 
of the simulator and prevent it from becoming tacky.
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LF00694U  Intramuscular Injection Sites Poster,
 Chart, and TearPad™ Education Set 
LF00952U  Injection Training Models, Light 
LF00953U  Injection Training Models, Dark 
LF00961U Intramuscular Injection Simulator
LF01184U Venatech IM & SubQ Simulator, Light
LF01185U Venatech IM & SubQ Simulator, Dark
LF01008U Intradermal Injection Simulator
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Cautions
Standard needle handling procedures should be observed when using this trainer.
Ink, ballpoint pen, certain printed papers, and plastics will leave an indelible stain when in contact with the simulator.
Actual product may very slightly from images. Nasco reserves the right to change product color, materials, supplies, or 
function as needed.
Supplies/Replacement Parts
LF09919U Nasco Cleaner 
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